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The Ash Abode is a home grounded by simplicity, clean lines and solid color blocks. During the time, we were deeply inspired by Le 
Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret – their deep sienna passage of the Villa La Roche, their general polychromatic feel of some of their 
work. These would complement the woven mid-century modern furniture spread across the house. The natural colors and materials of 
the furniture pieces stand out vibrantly against the textured gray walls of the house giving the otherwise serious shell a dash of 
drama. This completed the Zen-meets-mid-century modern look and gave the foyer a burst of authentic depth of space.

Villa Brisa with its Portuguese inspired façade is a dream home for anyone who loves a charming and breezy style. Mint stone are used 

the common pitched roof enhance the height of the space, the walnut doors add tropical-ness. The main colors are indigo and blush 
emanating a cool and coastal feel to the whole house. Bedrooms use these combinations in various proportions. Soft and 
sophisticated, Villa Brisa is a blend of luxury and rustiness.

Art Deco Delights









This is a boutique luxury 6 bedroom villa. The bedrooms and lavish indoor and outdoor entertainment spaces were designed to 

accessories enables the space to blend seamlessly into the surrounding environment. The rich warm look has an element of 
sophisticated luxury but is also minimalistic and open. The space was truly designed from out to in.

Whimsical Wonderland

A space of drama and contrast, this mock-up apartment intentionally pairs quirky elements with classical ones to create an eclectic, 

shapes against stern lines are visible in the whole space. This apartment is an unusual and trendy canvas – a rendezvous of the 
shabby chic sensibility with the best of modern-goth.







wallpapers are the main elements in the simple and understated home. Royal Blue sofas and soft neutral curtains complete the look in 
the living areas while the bedrooms are neutral with subtle highlights from blues and rusts. A classic wood kitchen is visible from the 

A space of drama and contrast, this mock-up apartment intentionally pairs quirky elements with classical ones to create an eclectic, 

shapes against stern lines are visible in the whole space. This apartment is an unusual and trendy canvas – a rendezvous of the 
shabby chic sensibility with the best of modern-goth.

Rustic Revamp











Zen Retreat









Villas & Mansions











Timeless Traditions

















philosophy. While the materials of the home impart simplicity to it, the volumes take it to a whole new level of grandeur. The use of 
straight, angular and parallel lines which seem to sometimes converge creates stunning optics of geometry that almost seem 
abstract. These are experienced by the movement from one level of the house to another. Understated furniture and Indian art paired 
with local materials imparts a sense of richness, tradition and timelessness.

Burton Outhouse 









Villa Brisa with its Portuguese inspired façade is a dream home for anyone who loves a charming and breezy style. Mint stone are used 

the common pitched roof enhance the height of the space, the walnut doors add tropical-ness. The main colors are indigo and blush 
emanating a cool and coastal feel to the whole house. Bedrooms use these combinations in various proportions. Soft and 
sophisticated, Villa Brisa is a blend of luxury and rustiness.

philosophy. While the materials of the home impart simplicity to it, the volumes take it to a whole new level of grandeur. The use of 
straight, angular and parallel lines which seem to sometimes converge creates stunning optics of geometry that almost seem 
abstract. These are experienced by the movement from one level of the house to another. Understated furniture and Indian art paired 
with local materials imparts a sense of richness, tradition and timelessness.

Mid-Century Marvel









This is a boutique luxury 6 bedroom villa. The bedrooms and lavish indoor and outdoor entertainment spaces were designed to 

accessories enables the space to blend seamlessly into the surrounding environment. The rich warm look has an element of 
sophisticated luxury but is also minimalistic and open. The space was truly designed from out to in.

Glamour in Grayscale
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